CARA user interface for Alfresco and EMC Documentum
Full integration with Brava!® Enterprise for universal viewing,
annotation, redaction and file transformation

Products overview
GENERIS CARA

Full Brava functionality with the CARA user
interface for EMC Documentum and Alfresco
IGC’s Brava! Enterprise is built into the Generis CARA user interface, allowing
embedded preview and markup within the main window or pop-ups. Within the
Brava HTML5 client, users can view, annotate and redact Microsoft Office
documents, engineering drawings, digital photographs and more. Users can also
transform files into TIFF and PDF renditions for distribution and archiving. The
combination of CARA and Brava also enables the ability to report on annotations
across multiple documents such as a complete project portfolio, without having
to open each document individually.

CARA is the fastest, most featurerich, scalable and configurable user
interface and business rules
engine for Alfresco and EMC
Documentum. Designed to
facilitate the creation, review,
approval and management of
documents, it covers all core
repository functionality and adds
much more besides, while also
improving performance and
usability.

IGC BRAVA!® ENTERPRISE
Brava is seamlessly integrated into
CARA, allowing users across the
enterprise to view and collaborate
on practically any type of file. Brava
offers universal viewing,
annotation, collaboration and
redaction in one easy-to-use
HTML5-based viewer.

CARA features
Dimensions and SnapLists
Users can build their own navigation
trees, or “Dimensions,” based on
properties. Admins can configure
SnapLists, which display complex
queries as tree diagrams.
Widgets
Show multiple widgets simultaneously.
Choose from a core set (properties,
renditions or versions) or create your
own via DQL, JSP or Web Services.

CARA integration with Brava Enterprise
Brava offers these key benefits, and more:

Highlights of the CARA integration with Brava:





Preview panel. Click on a document in the
CARA list pane to open the document in
Brava.



Preview pop-up. Open a document in Brava
within a pop-up window inside the CARA
browser to take full advantage of the CARA
multi-window capabilities.



Open the document Properties with Preview
dialog box with a single click to see these
elements at the same time. This is useful for
copying a document title into an EMC
Documentum attribute, for example.











Easy-to-use, intuitive interface. The Brava
interface is intuitive, with menus broken out
by function and tools clearly labeled. Its clean
user interface expedites deployments and
adoption. There is immediate productivity
gain, positive acceptance and less risk of
users downloading non-approved software
because Brava is so simple to use.
Enables quality decision making. Brava is the
only universal viewer that offers both
industry-standard libraries to read native files
and a more accurate print-capture method.
Improves workflow process and
collaboration. Brava increases efficiency and
reduces the time spent on reviews because
multiple users can mark up and comment on
the same documents and drawings
simultaneously.
Protects sensitive information. Great
attention is given to all aspects of keeping
content safe. Brava does not download
original files to client machines. All
annotations and redactions are saved to
separate XML files, so the source files are
never changed. The redaction tools in Brava
remove sensitive content completely, even
stripping out hidden text and metadata.
Fast access to content. You do not need to
wait for the entire file to download; Brava
delivers pages as you need them. Search for
words or phrases or perform more complex
searches using regular expressions. All hits
are highlighted for quick identification and
can be viewed in context to choose just the
right one.
Enterprise class. Brava is highly scalable,
providing top performance for large user
counts on a minimal amount of hardware.



Protect original documents in CARA by
allowing them to be opened in Brava only.



Select multiple files and view an Annotations
Report of all comments extracted from Brava.
Export this report to Microsoft Excel for an
overview of the review process.

View Management
Define different views for different
user groups and/or usage scenarios.
Specify different properties, widgets,
filters, and other options, allowing
users to work in the way that best
supports their processes.
My WidgetSpace and User Experiences
Give users as much or as little on their
screen as they need to complete their
processes—from multiple windows to a
simple portal view or mobile app
interface.
Dashboards
Build and display reports as tables,
charts or graphs.
Business Rules Configuration
Configure more than 100 areas of the
application from security, folders,
audit, Microsoft interactions, property
inheritance or auto-calculations to
properties screens and even icons and
colors/styles. Set rules for different
groups of documents and/or groups of
users.
Fully Customizable
CARA can be fully customized. Add any
menu item and/or custom screen and
define the processing – choose from
DQL, Documentum server methods,
Documentum API, RESTful web services
or JavaScript.
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